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Science so it seems tells us that all of reality is governed by the laws of physics, though 

misunderstood some may be, that allow for the operation of the Universal symphony of stars, 

planets, living organisms and everything else in existence, including the unseen world that most 

perceive as empty space.  

And as humans, it appears that we are the only beings able to comprehend the vast 

complexities and systems that guide our momentary existence. Often, simplistically beautiful 

patterns that reflect these complex systems surround us in symbols embraced by cultures 

everywhere yet are sometimes easy to go unnoticed or misunderstood.  

Nonduality guides us as we sift through the chaos, finding at the core, complex systems 

and fundamental principles, governed by the laws of physics as we know them, and the theories 

that help us understand the operations of this vast Universe, in search of our place.  

Decades of random life experience allows the perspective to present the following 

materials and information that will give the viewer a specific understanding of how 

consciousness works in a systemic manner for individuals, groups and all living things, with 

findings of the Princeton Anomalies Research Laboratories and over 300 personal field 

experiments as supporting evidence that will be engaging and well understood.  

 
The Logic Train 

 

 A Brief & Simple History of Quantum Mechanics 

1900 – 1930 

Double slit this - Relativity 

Present Day 

M-Theory - Electron  (Quantum) Tunneling - Random Event Generators  
 

 Paradoxical Proximities 

Ockham’s Razor 

The Younger-Older Twins 

Zeno Solvino and Infinite Pizzasphere  

 

 Flatlanders and Overlords: Our Multi-dimensional Reality 

 The first 3 

4th 

5th  

6th – 10th  
 

 Spatial Distortion - Molecule Displacement - Commingling  
 

 Breakdown the Wave Function 

 Zero - Single - Multi - Fibonacci Breakdown  
 

 The Hard Question Answered 

Zero Point Time Dilation 

Aetherspheric  

 

 Research 

Data, Timed Experiments, Experibitions  

Results, Conclusions and Suppositions 

 

 Thought Experiments 
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Short Biography of Leo Madrid 

 

I inadvertently began studying consciousness during a decade long career as an engineer and 

TQM instructor with the U.S. Navy. Landing my dream job as a Training Specialist shortly 

after discharge with the leading manufacturer of computer chips, I became knowledgeable 

about semiconductor manufacturing. 

 

The disillusionment of corporate culture crept in and I fled the 9-5 life to seek out the 

freedom art provided. First a dance instructor and then a career as art gallery consultant, a 

book about art & physics transmogrified my perspective which, when commingled with 

curiosity, coalesced my experiences and sculpted me into a consciousness researcher. 
  

 

 

 

 

 


